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                Theodore Dreiser, sometimes called the “Father of American Realism” (p. 140), has long occupied a contested position in American literary studies. Damaging accusations of plagiarism and anti-Semitism have diminished his reputation, yet as the author of Sister Carrie (1900) and An American Tragedy (1925), two of the most highly regarded naturalistic novels in the American literary canon, Dreiser cannot be so easily dismissed.
Enter The Last Titan, Jerome Loving's sweeping and meticulously researched biography of the man he calls “the last major American writer of the nineteenth century” (p. 164). The Last Titan differs from previous Dreiser bi-ographies—notably W. A. Swanberg's Dreiser (1965) and Richard Lingeman's two-volume Theodore Dreiser (1986, 1990)—in that Loving organizes the book around his subject's prodigious literary output. Countless readers are familiar with Sister Carrie and An American Tragedy, but Dreiser also produced six other novels, five volumes of short stories, three books of poems, eight plays, three travel books, three autobiographies, and a handful of political and philosophical works, most of which have been largely, and in some cases justifiably, forgotten. Although Loving acknowledges that these rarely read works range in quality from uneven to nearly unreadable, he nevertheless painstakingly exhumes them because they illuminate, in important ways, aspects of Dreiser's own life. This strategy turns out to be quite successful, for it not only acquaints readers with these lesser-known titles, but it also demonstrates the great extent to which Dreiser incorporated details of his own life and of the lives of his friends, relatives, acquaintances, and lovers into his literature.
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